
Introduction to Child in 
Need of Care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief overview of this section	



Objectives

1. Understand the importance of permanency for children.
2. Understand the importance of family group conferencing and 

working with foster/relative placement providers to achieve 
permanency.

3. Develop transition plans to achieve permanency and reduce 
trauma to children.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review each objective



National AI/AN foster care

 AI/AN children foster care placement - 2.5 times greater than 
the total population

Northern/western states much higher
 Idaho (5.1), Iowa (5.2), Minnesota (14.8), Montana (3.7), 

Nebraska (8.8), North Dakota (3.3), Oregon (3.5), South 
Dakota (3.6), Utah (3.1), Washington (4.5), and Wisconsin 
(4.8) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nationally, AI/AN children are placed in foster care at a rate 2.5 times greater than their share of the total population, and the foster care disproportion rate is significantly higher in many Northern and Western states: Idaho (5.1), Iowa (5.2), Minnesota (14.8), Montana (3.7), Nebraska (8.8), North Dakota (3.3), Oregon (3.5), South Dakota (3.6), Utah (3.1), Washington (4.5), and Wisconsin (4.8) (NCJFCJ, 2015). By contrast, white children are underrepresented in foster care in each of these states. These data necessarily understate the true level of AI/AN child welfare disproportionality, since they are derived from AFCARS, the reporting system mandated for state child welfare agencies, which is not used by BIA or tribal agencies.



“In our every deliberation, we must consider the impact of our decisions 
on the next seven generations.”  

Iroquois Maxim (circa 1700-1800)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review quotation.  Allow a moment for people to think about this in the context of decisions made in child protection cases.  Training Activity Facilitate five connections activity.Trainers pass out 5 small pieces of paper for each trainee.  Instruct trainees to write the five most important connections in their life.  Each idea is listed on a separate piece of paper and examples may include things such as friends, spouse, God, or whatever is an important connection to trainees.  Note that family is considered one connection, so trainees cannot put, father, sister, brother, aunt, grandparent all on separate pieces.  Once trainees have completed this task, ask them to choose the least important connection of those five and throw it away.  This is followed by the next “least important” connection and so forth until trainees are holding one last connection.  Ask trainees to share the remaining connection.  Ask trainees to consider that for those who wrote “family”, this is the last connection they would want to give up and it is the first thing that we as an agency ask children to give up.Trainees need to keep this in mind when working with families and considering if it is necessary to place a child out of the home.



What is our goal?

 Safety
 Financial Security
 Social Health
 Reunification
 Permanency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Human Services Mission Statement: To promote the safety, financial security, and social health of Indian communities and individual Indian people.  The number one goal in child protection is to reunify children with their caretakers/parents. In the event reunification is not possible, what is our goal?	- to provide a permanent placement for children Ask participants what permanency means to them?  Examples include: Sense of belongingA place to live to age 18 and afterSafe and nurturing homeSiblingsConnections with family and communityHealing of past traumaPhysical and emotional needs are metReligion and culture are preservedShow NICWA definition on next slide. 



What is permanency?

 A permanent and stable home that maintains an 
Indian child’s sense of belonging to their extended 
family, their tribe, and their caretakers (NICWA).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD06KgR3xzY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National Indian Child Welfare Association defines permanent placement and permanency planning as:  Permanent placement: In Indian child welfare practice, a permanent placement is a permanent and stable home that maintains an Indian child’s sense of belonging to their extended family, their tribe, and their caretakers (NICWA). Permanency planning: In Indian child welfare practice, permanency planning is planning for maintenance of an Indian child’s sense of belonging to their extended family, their tribe, and their caretakers in a permanent and stable home. This planning includes carrying out a set of goal-directed activities designed to help the child live in such a home, offering the child the opportunity to establish life-long relationships with the placement family, extended family, and their tribe. Examples of permanent placements include kinship care, guardianship, adoption, reunification, conventional or customary adoption, and long-term foster care (NICWA). Another definition of permanency: 	“Achieving ‘permanency’ means having an enduring family relationship that: is safe and meant to last a lifetime; offers the legal rights and social status of full family members; provides for physical, emotional, social, cognitive and spiritual well-being; and assures lifelong connections to extended family, siblings, other significant adults, family history and traditions, race and ethnic heritage, culture, religion, and language” (Strangeland & Walsh, 2013).Show video regarding the importance of community, culture and the tribe to children. (7 minutes)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD06KgR3xzY Permanency is more than a place. It is a relationship, connection and belonging.  For children in foster care, what is the hierarchy of permanent placements?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD06KgR3xzY


Hierarchy of permanency options

 Reunification
 Guardianship
 Long term placement 
 Adoption/Customary adoption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly review each of these options: Reunificationfirst goalCan be done once the issues that led to the child being placed in out of home care and being in need of care has been resolved; case plan is complete and change is visible and observableMore on transition plan for reunification in a bitGuardianshipWhat is it?When to consider?Need info regarding subsidiesLong term placementAdoption/Customary AdoptionWhat is it?When to consider?Need info regarding subsidies: Does BIA do them if the case is not IV-E?Info on transition planning for permanent placement coming in a bit



Tools for achieving permanency

 Circle of Care (family group conferencing)
 Working with placement providers
 Identify child’s needs
 Transition Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
mention each



Circle of Care

A Sacred Circle
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVjJxnHtc2I

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants what term they use for family group conferencing and if they do them on a regular basis?Introduce Family Group Conferencing by showing A Sacred Circle (14 minutes). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVjJxnHtc2IThis video is based out of Alberta Canada so some of the issues are a little different. It is a good example of the benefits of using family meetings in general. Debrief video and ask participants what they think of family group conferences. 	- Can be emotional for family in the meeting/Focus on the child

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVjJxnHtc2I


Circle of Care Gathering Model

 Brief history of FGC Model within the social service system
 Assuring our children’s safety and well-being
 US child welfare systems based on New Zealand traditions 

(Maori people)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
History of FGC Model within the social service system	1. Assuring our children’s safety and wellbeing was historically and continues to be a necessary culturally based approach, but...  	2.  Child welfare systems in the United States implemented family group conferencing based upon another culture not based in North America.  But rather, based upon the Maori peoples’ traditions of New Zealand.  In 1989, an Act was passed in New Zealand that mandated child welfare services to integrate culturally based practices to support and sustain the safety of Maori children who were deemed to be at risk or victims of child abuse and/or neglect  .  Although it has been defined as a practice derived from another continent, there are very strong similarities across our tribal culture which support success in child safety and wellbeing with the least needed amount of involvement by social services. Citation:American Humane Association. (2008). Family group decision making in child welfare: Purpose, values and processes. Retrieved September 18, 2013, from http://www.americanhumane.org/assets/pdfs/children/fgdm/purpose.pdf. Possibly insert addition slide that provides the explicit purpose and philosophy of family group conferencing.



COC/Family conferencing benefits

 Fewer children in care (prevention meetings/earlier resolution)
 Increases the family’s support network, reduces isolation, 

blends formal and informal services/supports, more options
 Family satisfaction…they feel they have a voice
 Includes father and paternal family
 CPS’s report: time saver, coordination of services, less conflict 

with family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review slide content highlighting that families are more invested in a plan if the family assisted in developing it, which reinforces family engagement. 



Benefits (continued)

 Re-abuse rates are lower
 Less time until permanency
 More children with extended family
 Promotes honesty…everyone on the same page
 Less adversarial than court. Promotes trust, team approach, 

partnering with family and community
 A way to honor and be responsive to culture
 Families are more invested in a plan they help develop 

(American Humane Association)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review slide content highlighting that families are more invested in a plan if the family assisted in developing it, which reinforces family engagement. 



Circle of Care within AI/AN 
Communities

 A strengths based service for rural and isolated communities 
where access to resources can be limited

 CoC is culturally responsive and helps address the fractured 
family unit

 Assists in protecting the child’s right to maintain their cultural 
connections

 Builds on the customary function where all children and 
families are valued

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Circle of Care within AI/AN Communities Rosebud and Pine Ridge Sioux Tribes in partnership with the Casey Family Programs The Tribal Social Services began FGDM Meetings in June of 2012.A foundational for within many tribes’ culture, the Lakota kinship system is described to be as one that’s inclusive rather than exclusive – children being raised by family and extended family.Projects focus was to engage the community in strengthening multiple circles of care, and saw it as an opportunity in building stronger and healthier relationships that are more reflective of the Lakota kinship system.  The tribal agencies provided training with community members to become family engagement facilitators to ground CoC both contextually and culturally in the community.  FindingsA strengths based service for rural and isolated communities where access to resources can be limitedCoC is culturally responsive and helps address the fractured family unitAssists in protecting the child’s right to maintain their cultural connectionsBuilds on the customary function where all children and families are valued  Citiation: Center for Regional and Tribal Child Welfare Studies. (2011). Lakota Oyate Wakanyeja Owicakiyapi FGDM Curriculum.Retrieved September 23, 2013, from http://www.d.umn.edu/sw/cw/index.html.  



When to have a Circle of Care 
meeting?

 Prior to the child being placed out of the home
 At the beginning of a case
 When referrals are to be provided for differential response
 Whenever a critical decision needs to be made
 To identify a placement and family support
 Throughout the life of a case
 To discuss permanency for the child

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review meetings can be scheduled to assess the family’s progress, discuss new issues, develop a transition plan



Details

 Who to invite?
 Family, service providers, child
 Who decides?

 What are the rules?
 What are the case worker’s responsibilities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who do participants invite to meetings?	- Some meetings include family only while others include service providers for the parents and children. Benefits to both. 	- Engage the group in a discussion about including children in meetings. Should they attend? What age? For the entire meeting or part of it?	- What if parent doesn’t want certain people at the meeting? 	- What if parents have no contact orders or domestic violence is the issue for involvement?What are some ground rules that need to be followed?	- Confidentiality (sign waivers)	- Be respectful (no yelling/cursing)	- Allow everyone a chance to speak	- Begin with prayer	- Outline purpose for meeting	- Focus of the meeting is on the child	- Everyone at the meeting should be honest and specific or child safety may not be achieved	- Take breaks if meeting is emotional or tenseWhat are the case worker’s responsibilities?	- Invites	- Who facilitates the meetings?	- Educate family members about BIA involvement		This may be the first time participants will hear specific details regarding the family’s involvement with the BIA. 	- Keep open mind; let others have a say and make decisions	- Say “I don’t know” if you don’t know the answer to a question	- Be professional (don’t be on phone, don’t leave, pay attention, watch body language)	- Who writes a report or summary?	



Trauma Lens & Circle of Care

 Identify and plan to meet child’s trauma needs
 Clinical team’s collaboration with family
 Identify how family trauma history can impact decisions
 Emphasis on maintaining healthy, significant relationships for 

child
 Identify parents’ needs, including needs related to past trauma

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caseworker and facilitator establishes trauma-informed lens for all circle of care participants through modeling and orienting to why everyone was invited and at the table.  Supporting dialogue amongst all participants to come from a trauma-informed lens, allows critical information to be shared with and heard by everyone who needs it.  These are key themes to expect from a trauma-informed approach within a Circle of Care meeting.



Circle of Care Meeting Format 
Welcome

- Meaning of Circle of Care 

- Introductions and honoring of relatives and elders

- Sign in, Confidentiality    

- Agreement

- Ground Rules

Information Sharing
- Purpose 

- Goals for today 

- Absent Parent

- Social History

-Child’s/Parent’s Needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review slide procedures



Circle of Care Meeting Format (continued)

Protective Capacities
- Safety Threats

Planning
- The Non-Negotiables and conditions of reunification
- Plan will address safety, permanency, and well being. 
- Family time 

Closing
- Scheduling next meeting for review
- Time for closing considering cultural context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review slide procedures



Circle of Care Meeting

Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large group activity: Set up 12 chairs in the middle of the room in a circle. Provide a flip chart and three markers for the case workers that will lead the Conference. Hand out roles to 15 volunteers (parents/caretakers, family members, child providers, adult providers, case worker) Read case scenario.The relative placement provider dropped the children off at the office and stated that she can no longer care for them due to a crisis in the family. You place the children in a shelter care facility until you find a new placement. The shelter is filled over capacity and needs the children out in 2 days. You call the family to schedule a Circle of Care. 				Have large group develop ground rules and write them on a flip chart. Tape the paper to the wall.								Hand out roles to 15 volunteers. Have 3 people in role of case worker. Have them lead a mock Circle of Care meeting (Allow 20 minutes).ROLES:CaseworkerYou hold the meeting to figure out where to place the children now. The children are not able to be reunified at this point due to the parents’ continued drinking, domestic violence arrests and failure to participate in services.You will need to go over the rules of the meeting with the family. (Be respectful, one person talks at a time, this is for the kids, etc.)The agenda is to find out who is the best placement for James, Mariah, Robert and Brooklyn. Be prepared to mediate arguments between family members.  DeseryYou want the children placed with your side of the family because you do not trust Isaiah’s family and think they are all alcoholics. You really want the children home but know that you are still drinking too. You feel a tremendous amount of guilt and shame for putting your children in this situation and are embarrassed that your entire family knows that you are a bad mother.  IsaiahYou are angry that the children are not home by now and demand their return. You don’t have a drinking problem and can quit at any time. You know that you shouldn’t drink and drive and will get a babysitter in the future if you want to party. You are angry with Desery’s side of the family for blaming this whole thing on you when it really is all Desery’s fault for arguing with you in the car before the accident.  William, father of JamesYou don’t understand why James doesn’t live with you. You believe he is old enough to make his own decisions and live on his own. You’ve been on your own since you were 14 years old. James doesn’t need treatment, he’s just a teenager doing things that teenagers do. You knew that Desery was an alcoholic and a bad mom. It is her fault you never got to see James unless he ran away. Relative that could not care for the children any longerYour family is mad at you for not keeping the children. You feel like you let everyone down, especially the children. It was hard to show up at this meeting today. You want the children to go to someone on your side of the family so you get to continue seeing them. (Make sure you combine whoever the previous placement was with the family member name; that person will have two role definitions.) Cheryl, paternal grandmotherYou want Isaiah and Desery to give guardianship of the children to you so that Social Services will get out of your lives. Social Services is and has always been after you and your family. You don’t know what the big deal about drinking alcohol is and think Social Services should cut Isaiah some slack since his father died.  Michael, paternal step grandfatherYou are angry that Social Services is involved with family and don’t want to be associated with Isaiah or Desery. You don’t get along with Isaiah.. You are fine with Cheryl getting guardianship as long as she gives the kids to their parents right away.Paternal Aunt PattyYou want the kids to go with you and get away from all of this family dysfunction. That is why you moved away in the first place. You work at a bank and your husband is a rancher. Neither of you drink and you have two children, ages 6 and 10. You have a five bedroom home with plenty of room for the children.  Susan, maternal grandmotherEver since Social Services became involved with your grandchildren you have been sober and working hard. You know the children should be with you and that you can take care of them better than you did with your own kids. You want this opportunity to show the family that you are capable. Desery stays with you when she is fighting with Isaiah.  Maternal Aunt CharmaineYou think the Mariah and Robert should live with you; James should go to treatment; and Brooklyn with one of the grandmothers. You have kids the same age as Mariah and Robert so they could all go to school together and you could continue to work. You are single.  Maternal Aunt CarmenYou are willing to care for all the children and definitely do NOT think that James should go to treatment. You think all the kids should stay together no matter what. You have a small home but would make it work. You know the children the best because you babysat them all the time. You also have a lot of people in your home that can help out including your husband, Ramone who just got out of jail for DUI.  Maternal Uncle RamoneYou just got out of jail for your first DUI. You realize that you made a mistake by driving after having a few beers at a friend’s house last month. You’ve never been in jail before and always have a job. You work for Tribal housing. You want to help the kids but don’t want to deal with their parents who are junkies.Maternal Great Aunt KerrieYou live alone since your husband died two years ago. You haven’t seen Desery in five years, since she had Robert. You used to watch James when he was younger all the time. It makes you upset that the family is torn apart. You wish the parents would stop drinking and get themselves some help. You are willing to care for the children as long as the family promises to help out. You are 68 years old.  Erin, school therapist for Mariah and RobertMariah and Robert show signs of trauma and demonstrate difficulty regulating their emotions. You believe the children should be together in a calm home with no substance abuse or chaos. You think the kids should have regular contact with James after he completes drug treatment. You believe that the parents and kids need family therapy before reunification can take place.  Joseph, James’ substance abuse evaluatorYou recommend that James go to an inpatient substance abuse facility for methamphetamine and marijuana. James has been exposed to tremendous trauma and abandonment. He is attached to his siblings and needs contact with them. You do not believe James should be placed with his mother or father due to substance abuse and violence in both homes. James is a smart kid that would benefit from counseling schooling. Mary, Desery’s therapistYou have worked with Desery off and on for 10 years. You believe that Desery is a good mother when she is sober and single. Desery is an alcoholic and uses it to cope with abuse that occurred when she was younger. Desery is the victim of domestic violence and is dependent on Isaiah. You don’t believe Desery can care for her children safely at this point.  Debrief. Ask each role if they felt they were part of the process? Helpful? Emotional? Nerves?					Case Workers: How did it go? Same as what they do in the field?					Was there anyone else who needed to come to the meeting that didn’t?  Not to trainer: No Elder role currently in the curriculum. Likely an important role and will allow participants to discuss the role of an elder and possible contributions they may provide in the circle.Transition to next permanency tool: Working with placement providers



Child In Need of Care Family Group Conference Scenario 
The relative placement provider dropped the children off at the office and stated that she can no 
longer care for them due to a crisis in the family. You place the children in a shelter care facility 
until you find a new placement. The shelter is filled over capacity and needs the children out in 2 
days. You call the family to schedule a Family Group Conference.  
Set up 12 chairs in a circle in the middle of the room. The case workers will need a flip chart and 
markers to write notes.  
Need 15 volunteers for Family Group Conference. 3 people will be the case worker. 12 people 
will be family members/service providers. Roles are below (make sure you combine whoever the 
previous placement was with the family member name; that person will have two role 
definitions).  

Caseworker 
You hold the Conference to figure out where to place the children now. The children are not able to be 
reunified at this point due to the parents’ continued drinking, domestic violence arrests and failure to 
participate in services. 
You will need to go over the rules of the meeting with the family. (Be respectful, one person talks at a 
time, this is for the kids, etc.) 
The agenda is to find out who is the best placement for James, Mariah, Robert and Brooklyn.  
Be prepared to mediate arguments between family members.  

Desery 
You want the children placed with your side of the family because you do not trust Isaiah’s family and 
think they are all alcoholics. You really want the children home but know that you are still drinking too. 
You feel a tremendous amount of guilt and shame for putting your children in this situation and are 
embarrassed that your entire family knows that you are a bad mother.  

Isaiah 
You are angry that the children are not home by now and demand their return. You don’t have a drinking 
problem and can quit at any time. You know that you shouldn’t drink and drive and will get a babysitter 
in the future if you want to party. You are angry with Desery’s side of the family for blaming this whole 
thing on you when it really is all Desery’s fault for arguing with you in the car before the accident.  

William, father of James 
You don’t understand why James doesn’t live with you. You believe he is old enough to make his own 
decisions and live on his own. You’ve been on your own since you were 14 years old. James doesn’t need 
treatment, he’s just a teenager doing things that teenagers do. You knew that Desery was an alcoholic and 
a bad mom. It is her fault you never got to see James unless he ran away.  

Relative that could not care for the children any longer 
Your family is mad at you for not keeping the children. You feel like you let everyone down, especially 
the children. It was hard to show up at this meeting today. You want the children to go to someone on 
your side of the family so you get to continue seeing them.  



Cheryl, paternal grandmother 
You want Isaiah and Desery to give guardianship of the children to you so that Social Services will get out 
of your lives. Social Services is and has always been after you and your family. You don’t know what the 
big deal about drinking alcohol is and think Social Services should cut Isaiah some slack since his father 
died.  

Michael, paternal step grandfather 
You are angry that Social Services is involved with family and don’t want to be associated with Isaiah or 
Desery. You don’t get along with Isaiah.. You are fine with Cheryl getting guardianship as long as she 
gives the kids to their parents right away. 

Paternal Aunt Patty 
You want the kids to go with you and get away from all of this family dysfunction. That is why you 
moved away in the first place. You work at a bank and your husband is a rancher. Neither of you drink 
and you have two children, ages 6 and 10. You have a five bedroom home with plenty of room for the 
children.  

Susan, maternal grandmother 
Ever since Social Services became involved with your grandchildren you have been sober and working 
hard. You know the children should be with you and that you can take care of them better than you did 
with your own kids. You want this opportunity to show the family that you are capable. Desery stays 
with you when she is fighting with Isaiah.  

Maternal Aunt Charmaine 
You think the Mariah and Robert should live with you; James should go to treatment; and Brooklyn with 
one of the grandmothers. You have kids the same age as Mariah and Robert so they could all go to 
school together and you could continue to work. You are single.  

Maternal Aunt Carmen 
You are willing to care for all the children and definitely do NOT think that James should go to 
treatment. You think all the kids should stay together no matter what. You have a small home but would 
make it work. You know the children the best because you babysat them all the time. You also have a lot 
of people in your home that can help out including your husband, Ramone who just got out of jail for 
DUI.  

Maternal Uncle Ramone 
You just got out of jail for your first DUI. You realize that you made a mistake by driving after having a 
few beers at a friend’s house last month. You’ve never been in jail before and always have a job. You 
work for Tribal housing. You want to help the kids but don’t want to deal with their parents who are 
junkies. 

Maternal Great Aunt Kerrie 
You live alone since your husband died two years ago. You haven’t seen Desery in five years, since she 
had Robert. You used to watch James when he was younger all the time. It makes you upset that the 
family is torn apart. You wish the parents would stop drinking and get themselves some help. You are 
willing to care for the children as long as the family promises to help out. You are 68 years old.  



Erin, school therapist for Mariah and Robert 
Mariah and Robert show signs of trauma and demonstrate difficulty regulating their emotions. You 
believe the children should be together in a calm home with no substance abuse or chaos. You think the 
kids should have regular contact with James after he completes drug treatment. You believe that the 
parents and kids need family therapy before reunification can take place.  

Joseph, James’ substance abuse evaluator 
You recommend that James go to an inpatient substance abuse facility for methamphetamine and 
marijuana. James has been exposed to tremendous trauma and abandonment. He is attached to his 
siblings and needs contact with them. You do not believe James should be placed with his mother or 
father due to substance abuse and violence in both homes. James is a smart kid that would benefit from 
counseling schooling.  

Mary, Desery’s therapist 
You have worked with Desery off and on for 10 years. You believe that Desery is a good mother when 
she is sober and single. Desery is an alcoholic and uses it to cope with abuse that occurred when she was 
younger. Desery is the victim of domestic violence and is dependent on Isaiah. You don’t believe Desery 
can care for her children safely at this point.  



Working with Placement Providers

 Responsibilities 
 Lessons Learned
 Strategies for Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section we will discuss placement provider (foster and/or relative) responsibilities; discuss placement provider needs from case workers by discussing concerns outlined by providers; and learn some strategies on how to develop and maintain a good working relationship with placement providers.Due to insufficient foster homes in Montana and on reservations, it is crucial that we treat placement providers with the utmost respect in order to preserve placements and our foster parents! We have to take care of our placement providers. 



Placement Provider Responsibilities

To the child: 
 Medical needs; day to day needs; sleeping arrangements; emotional and 

educational needs

To the caseworker/BIA: 
 Communication; home visits; parent/child visitation; attend meetings

To themselves: 
 Self care; time off/respite care; training/education; financial assistance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer participants to the sample Foster Parent Agreement/Contract for Relative Placement Services in their manuals. This sample lists the responsibilities of all parties involved in placement.Ask participants if their agency/office has one of these? Are they similar? Any differences? Are there any differences between foster parent agreements and relative placements?  The responsibilities of the placement provider to the child include the following:Provide a safe and comfortable home for the child to live in with a separate bed and a place for his/her belongings.Provide for the child’s physical and emotional needs as if the child were the family’s own child.Provide for school attendance, monitor progress, note special needs and accomplishments.Assist in maintaining a relationship with the birth family. Assist the child in preparing to return home or being moved to a permanent home.Provide appropriate clothing.Arrange activities to meet recreational, cultural and spiritual needs.  Become knowledgeable of child’s culture and practices.Attend to medical and dental needs, including regular checkups as well as attending to special needs.Help the child through the grieving and adjustment process that accompanies removal from his/her own home and placement.Provide non-physical discipline that promotes self-esteem and respects culture, ethnicity and agency policies.Help prepare children and youths for self-sufficient and responsible adult lives. The responsibilities of the placement provider to the case worker/BIA:Keep the agency informed of problems and progress of the foster child, including immediate notification if the child runs away, has been injured, or feels the child is a danger to self or others.Be available for meetings with BIA staff.Keep the agency informed of changes in your home, including a change in address and phone numbers, deaths or departures of immediate family members, additions to family, notification before vacation, or leaving the county for any reason within 48 hours.Give notice when requesting removal of a child (minimum of 72 hours).Will not make a placement change without the consent of the BIA. Cooperate with case workers to implement the plan for family reunification or permanent placement.Keep confidential any information regarding the foster child and the child’s family that is given by the case worker, biological parent or foster child, unless the child would be in immediate harm.The responsibilities of the placement provider to themselves:Make time for themselves. Get a babysitter/respite care. This helps preserve the placement and prevent “burn out”Take time to grieve for loss when a child moves on or for family member. Take advantage of any training or education opportunity to help parent. Get licensed as a foster parent to that a financial payment may be made. If a relative and not licensed: The child may be eligible for a TANF child-only grant or Medicaid through OPA.Note that these families still need to complete Purpose Code X.Also point out that a Relative Placement Agreement must be completed when a child is placed

















are to take place at the foster parents' home unless arranged by the caseworker 
and Foster Parent. 

7. The Foster Parent(s) understands that any information they receive from the
caseworker is confidential, and agrees to maintain this confidentiality.

8. The Foster Parent(s) will immediately notify the caseworker of suspected child
abuse and neglect involving the foster child in their placement. Foster Parents are
mandatory reporters.

9. The Foster Parent(s) will immediately notify the case worker or their Supervisory
Social Worker of any issues affecting placement.

10. The Foster Parent (s) will be responsible for keeping their Foster Home license
updated. The Foster Parent(s) understands that they will not be paid for children
in their care if their license has expired. (Ex: lfthe foster home license expires
on May 31, 2006 and the foster parent fails to renew the license prior to May 31,
there wiU be no payments made to the foster parents after the expiration of their
license.) There will be no back pay for foster care.

If I/we can not keep the child, I/we will immediately notify the case worker so that they 
can seek alternative placement. I/we agree to allow the caseworker adequate time 
(minimum of 72 hours) to arrange alternative placement for the child. 

Both parties agree that this agreement can be amended at any time as deemed necessary 
for the we11 .. being of children placed in this home. 

SIGNATURES: 

FOSTER PARENT:. ____________ DATE:. ____ _
ADDRESS: PHONE#:-----
DIRECTIONS TO HOME:-----------------

FOSTER PARENT:. _____________ DATE:. ____ _ 
ADDRESS: PHONE#:-----
DIRECTIONS TO HOME:----------------

CASEWORKER: ------------- DATE: ______ _ 

SUPERVISOR: ____________ DATE:. _____ _ 



Foster Family (partnership meeting)

Foster parents identified the following needs:
 Timely payments

 Communication from case worker

 Schedule regular home visits

 Tribal transfer information/education

 Cultural Awareness training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In December 2014, the Regional Office held the first listening session for foster parents and they identified the following needs: 	Payments – need to be made timely to care for the children	Workers communication, making time to meet with the foster family	Schedule regular monthly home visitsQuestions from foster parents: 	Cultural awareness 	Payment process	ICWA	Transferring to IV-E and Tribal ProgramsMeeting outcomes: 	Continue to have Foster Family Partnership Meetings	Provide education to foster homes	Bill Snell provided Cultural Awareness Training	Discussed how to recruit more homes: 		Outreach at area events		Connect with Tribal Licensing		Utilize State of MT foster homes



Casey Family Study Results
Placement providers were: 
 Given minimal information at time of placement

 Did not receive copy of case plan

 Phone calls not returned for days

 Homes not visited regularly by workers

 Roles and responsibilities of other team members are unclear 

 Fear that foster children will be removed if placement providers speak their 
minds

 Not treated or perceived as equal members of team

 Perspectives are not acknowledged or honored

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A project focusing on recruiting and retaining foster parents was launched through Casey Family Programs in 2002.  In this project, foster parents were asked what the barriers were to building relationships, engaging in effective teamwork, and developing clarity in their roles as foster parents. The slide illustrates some of those findings. and provide some insight into how workers can develop and improve relationships with resource families in their respective areas.	Responses from this project reported that in some cases resource families are only given a portion of information available at the time of placement and often do not receive a copy of the case plan, resulting in a lack of knowledge of how to best support the child and the family to achieve the plan.	Another barrier was that calls to the agency from the resource family are not returned for days and therefore situations may turn into crises before a response is received.	Other resource families reported that children in their homes were not visited regularly by the worker.  Resource families are expected to care for often very difficult children “on their own” and as a result were finding themselves unable to meet this challenge (Casey Family Programs, 2005).	As a result of resource families not being included in the case planning process, their roles and the roles and responsibilities of the other team members are unclear to them.	Resource families may also fear that if they speak their minds, the children in their care will be removed from their home and the resource family will receive no other placements.  As a result, their concerns are not communicated and the children’s needs may not be fully met.Resource families sometimes feel they are not treated or perceived as equal members of the professional team and their perspectives are not honored or acknowledged.Responses from this study indicated that resource families felt they were not a valued part of the team supporting children and families, even though they were responsible for providing the bulk of care and nurturing.As a result of not including resource families, many feel isolated from the agency and fear retribution from the agency if they report the true needs of the children in their care.Therefore, it is important to build trust and listen and communicate openly with resource families (Casey Family Programs, 2005).Results also indicated that the most important supports, as well as deficits in support from child protection agencies were emotional support, trust and good communication with workers, respect for foster parents’ abilities and opinions, and being considered part of the child-care team (MacGregor, Rodger, Cummings, & Leschied, 2006).



Strategies for support, 
responsiveness, inclusion

 Provide resource families with necessary information
 Ensure responses are timely and productive
 Ensure regular and frequent visitation
 Raising awareness of need for birth family-resource family 

connections
 Increase understanding of confidentiality issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the importance for caseworkers to foster and maintain good relationships with placement providers.If workers respect and treat resource families well and develop good relationships with them, they are more likely to persevere through difficult placements and more likely to accept placements in the future.  Reiterate the importance for case workers to maintain frequent communication with placement providers, be responsive to the needs of the provider, and assist with helping these families be a part of the team for the child.Recognize that workers are busy with cases, but emphasize this is a critical component to practice which will assist with retaining placement providers, as well as enhance the relationship between the worker and the family.Indicate the trainer will now be reviewing suggestions for working effectively with placement providers.Some strategies for improving support of and responsiveness to resource families include the following:Providing resource families with necessary information about the child and family.Workers should clarify with their supervisor what is acceptable to release to resource families, in regard to confidentiality.Workers should involve resource families in critical conversations regarding the child placed in their care.Invite the resource family to take part in the case planning process and include them as a member of the treatment team.  Provide adequate notice of meetings to the resource family and schedule meetings at convenient times and places for the resource family.Provide a copy of the case plan to the resource family.Ensuring that responses to resource family issues and concerns are timely and productive.Develop a “two-call” policy that allows resource families to contact the supervisor if the family does not hear back from the workerUse email in addition to phone calls to communicate with resource families.Some of the benefits of using email may include notifying resource parents of school events or appointments.Email may also be easier for some to respond to and may take less time than making a phone call.Provide information requested by resource families in a timely manner.Ensuring regular and frequent visitation of children in placement by the workers.Workers should be conducting monthly visits as required and because it is good practice.The supervisor may also call the resource family within three days of the placement and ask the following questions:How are you doing?How is the placement going?Is there anything that would have made the placement easier?This gives the resource family the sense that the entire agency cares about the success of the placement (Casey Family Programs, 2005).If the supervisor is unable to facilitate this contact, it might be helpful for the worker to contact the resource family within three days and ask the same questions.  Some strategies for including resource families involve:Raising awareness about the need for birth family-resource family connections.Developing stronger relationships between resource families and birth families changes the way they think about placement and the role of resource families in the process of reunification.Workers need to recognize that by creating these connections, resource families will become a strong ally and support in the reunification process.Include resource families in Family Group Conferences.Increasing understanding of confidentiality issues (Casey Family Programs, 2005).Meet with supervisor to determine what is appropriate to release to birth families and resource families.



Supporting Placement Providers

 Have open communication with resource family
 Recognize resource family as important part of child’s life
 Prepare resource families for separation and grief when 

placement ends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to develop a strong relationship with resource families because it is critical to the child to receive all that is necessary for the child’s well-being.  The relationship between resource families and case workers have an effect on children and these relationships can be difficult to develop.Foster parents and case workers must acknowledge they are both working together for the children and therefore actively attempt to develop a relationship.  Important for case workers to have open communication, rapport and a close relationship with foster parents, and to recognize them as an important part of the child’s life which will benefit both the child and parent. (Pistorino, 2008).   “Parents have felt that agency workers did not trust their abilities to deal with foster children or trust them enough to give them full information about their child.  Other foster parents felt that they had to watch what they said and did…because of fear that workers would lay blame on them for any misstep” (Cummings p. 359, as cited in Pistorino, 2008, p.19).It is difficult for foster parents to deal with the loss of children leaving their home and therefore important for foster parents to be prepared for the separation and grief they may feel at the end of a placement.Foster parents need to feel supported by workers before, during, and after separation from the children placed in their home. Refer to handout, “Tips for Social Workers:  Supporting Foster Parents  When Placements End”



Tips for Social Workers:  Supporting Foster Parents 
When Placements End 

What can social workers do to help foster parents deal with the feelings of loss that come at the 
end of a placement?  Here are some suggestions:   

1. Be direct and honest about the duration of placement; share updated and relevant 
information with foster parents on an ongoing basis.

2. Learn about the stages of grief.  Coping with foster parent anger (or despair) may be 
easier if you see it as a natural part of the grieving process.

3.
4. Send a condolence note after the placement ends.  Make a follow-up phone call to 

express your appreciation and concern.

5. Worker could be a stable presence for the foster parent to turn to at the end of a 
placement.

6. Increase foster parent training related to separation and loss.  This will help them 
understand their own reactions to loss, as well as the reactions of their foster children. 
This is usually a separate tribal program.

7. Connect to community support.  Foster parent associations and self-help groups are 
another avenue of support during times of separation (Fostering Perspectives, 2004). 



Recommendations for caseworkers

 Inform of training opportunities on ongoing basis
 Respond in timely manner to families
 Involve in decision making/case planning
 Invite to participate in meetings and court hearings
 Inform families they are valued
 Arrange for monthly payments
 Provide necessary information
 Facilitate access to peer support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The State of New York conducted a Foster Parent Training and Support Assessment with foster parents and foster care workers.  Recommendations were formulated as a result of the survey findings and include the following:Inform foster parents of all training opportunities that are available in the community on an on-going basis.It was discovered that foster parents want a timely response to their phone calls, questions and concerns, hence the importance of responding in a timely manner to resource families.Many foster parents want to be included in all aspects of permanency planning for each foster child in care, including inviting foster parents to participate in family meetings, case planning meetings, permanency hearings, visitation planning and informing foster parents their contributions are valued.  Foster parents want to be seen as partners and a resource to the child’s family and the caseworker.  The use of conference calling should be explored to include foster parents who cannot attend meetings in person.Provide necessary information on resources so foster parents can fulfill their responsibilities.Facilitate access to peer support (New York State Office of Children & Family Services, 2005). One way to facilitate peer support is to be active in developing a support group in the worker’s local area.Transition to next topic of transition planning by letting participants know that placement providers are instrumental in this process. 



Meeting Needs of Children 

 Guidelines, Activity, Transition Plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to minimize the traumatic effects of grief and loss, transition planning is required.Transition planning and practice applies to any move of any child from one caregiver to another caregiver, including to or from a birth parent. Once the child attaches to a caregiver and that caregiver has become the psychological parent, it is crucial that the transition from the caregiver’s home be as emotionally protective as possible. Poorly executed or improperly timed transitions may adversely impact a child’s healthy development as well as the child’s continuing capacity to attach to others.We will begin by doing an activity. Any change in primary caregiver is traumatic. A caring transition cannot prevent the trauma of loss, but it is the most effective way to minimize the damage. Failure to transition properly jeopardizes the child’s continued ability to attach to anyone, including the ability to form a new secure attachment to a biological parent or a relative. Because visiting simply is not the same as providing day-to-day care, this includes return to a birth parent or relative who has been visiting consistently and appropriately. There will inevitably be trauma when the child is moved a different day-to-day caregiver, especially when the child has formed an attachment to the current caregiver.Transition planning and transition visiting are necessary for any move to a new caregiver. Time frames for transition planning will vary with particular children and with age. There is no one plan that fits all children. Explain to participants that we will go into depth on steps to effectuate a transition plan in a while.



EMERGENCY 
TRANSITIONING 

DISCUSSION  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May be large group discussion or small group activity depending on time.  Identify what the children’s needs are at the time of placement at the Circle of Care. James, Mariah, Robert and Brooklyn. Identify for each child some things that the caseworker can do to minimize the trauma of a new placement. 	Examples include: Make sure they have their belongings; know what foods they like; routines; special blankets/stuffed animals/toys; continued contact with previous family placement and birth parents; placement with siblings; continued contact with James if he goes to treatment.  Debrief by saying even though the change in placement is sudden, there are still things that can be done to make the transition smoother and less traumatic for children!! Next we will discuss ideal transition plans for moves that we know will be happening in the future. 



TRANSITIONS OF INFANTS (0-18 mos)

 Attachment
 Daily Routine
 Sensory Tools
 Importance of parent/caregiver and placement provider

relationship
 Visitation Guidelines
 Infant trauma screening tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research shows that for infants, changing caregivers is traumatic. Reunification, or any transition, can have harmful short-term effects on the child, especially for those children between the ages of six and 24 months old. 	Infants 6 or 8 months old should sufficiently establish a comfort zone with touch, smell and sight with 4 to 6 visits of 1 to 2 hours each. Eight months to 15 months should have twice that many visits to get to know their new caretakers and not get the stranger anxiety from a move to someone they do not know. Why is this? Separation Anxiety. 	They should be held no more than one to two days apart. Because an infant cannot understand why things have changed, removal from his substitute caregiver – even to [return him to] a parent with whom there is a healthy attachment and relationship – may cause distress similar to the initial removal.  Removal from substitute care often changes the infant’s daily routine – a common source of security for the child.  The more intense the attachment and sense of security associated with that placement, the more psychologically difficult the transition process. Attachment is the building block for all other development in children. If this is impacted so is development in all other areas. Transition planning can assist with helping an infant to build an attachment relationship with the new caregiver. Also to minimize moves as much as possible. Important: A child is more likely to develop attachments to multiple c Infants often form secure attachments to substitute caregivers who have loved them and have attended to their daily needs. The person an infant trusts most to continue caring for him is naturally the person who has been changing his diapers, feeding him, bathing him, putting him to bed, and so forth.What are some ways to minimize damage to a child’s attachment to a caregiver?Blanket from previous home; caregiver shirt with smell; same routine; recording of voice; frequent visitsRefer participants to handout, “Sensory Tools”To avoid another traumatic life event for the infant, transition planning should be part of any plan for placement change including reunification. Ideally, when reunification is the goal, parents and substitute caregivers will have developed a working relationship, allowing the young child to attach with both caregivers and to observe her primary caregivers connecting with each other.Any effort to increase the parent’s daily caregiving and to nurture the relationship between the child and parent will support a smooth transition. The parent should begin taking on more tasks of daily care through increased visitation or involvement in the substitute caregiver’s home.If comfortable, the substitute caregiver could visit the parent’s home with the infant on the first few in-home visits, if those have not yet started.Maintaining the status quo in other aspects of the infant’s life during the transition phase – child care, therapists, babysitters, doctors – can ease the process and minimize any distressFinally, ensuring that the parent is aware of the infant’s schedule and routine and has a plan to reinforce some of this structure may help the infant better cope with the changes." Develop a transition plan for any change in placement. Arrange for the sending and receiving caregivers to exchange information and spend time together with the infant or toddler. Make the change in placement gradually as the baby’s behavior is monitored.” “Because physical proximity with the caregiver is central to the attachment process for infants and toddlers, an infant should ideally spend time with the parent(s) daily, and a toddler should see the parent(s) at least every two‐to‐three days. To reduce the trauma of sudden separation, the first parent‐child visit should occur as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after the child is removed from the home. It is very important to make plans when placing any child into out of home care.  Infants and toddlers in particular need to have planned moves to prevent interruptions in their developmental growth. "Develop a transition plan for any change in placement. Arrange for the sending and receiving caregivers to exchange information and spend time together with the infant or toddler. Make the change in placement gradually as the baby’s behavior is monitored." "If a placement change is determined to be best for the baby, or if the family is ready for reunification, advocates should negotiate a thoughtful transition process, even when the move is an emergency.If the baby or young child does not know the new caregivers, there should be a visitation period in which the foster parent and relative are both present. New caregivers should be prepared by the caseworker for some resistance or distress by the child at visits as well as when first moved to their home. The new caregiver, along with the case manager, should meet or speak to the former caregivers before the first visit to discuss the child’s needs, habits, behaviors, personality, likes/dislikes, etc.. A more gradual and considered approach increases the likelihood of a successful, secure transition for the child and reduces the impact of losing the relationship with previous caregivers. If the move is predicated on a safety-related emergency, transition planning can include several supervised or therapeutic visits with the previous caregiver that allow the child to ease out of the relationship and feel secure in the new placement. Similar transition planning should occur when a child is moved between child care providers, classrooms, or preschools." Principles and guidelines for developing visitation plans are applicable to developing transition plans. The following extracts are from visitation guidelines developed by Rose Marie Wentz. Best practice says we must develop a written visitation plan. An effective plan includes purpose, frequency/length, location, activities, supervision, who attends, responsibilities, what to have at the visits. Have the visits occur at a consistent date, time and place, whenever possible. The location of the visit should be the least restrictive, most normal environment, in the community, that can assure the safety of the child. Below are visitation guidelines as part of transitions and ongoing case planning for reunification: Infants  How often: 2 to 5 visits per week; each 60 minutes minimum. Where: Home or homelike environment.What:  Parent meets child’s needs.Who visits: Parents and siblings separate or together.  Other key people with emotional attachment. Toddlers  How often: 2 to 4 visits per week; each 60 to 90 minutes. Where: Home or homelike environment; Doctor appointments. What: Parent meets child’s needs.Who visits: Parents and siblings separate or together. Other key people with emotional attachment. Listen for who child asks to see. **Found in handout, “Visitation Guidelines”



Safe Sensory Tools 

Senses Safe Association: 

Smell:   Apple Pie like grandma made, laundry detergent from 
    home, etc 

Taste:    Macaroni and cheese, mashed potatoes, favorite flavor 
Jolly Rancher, etc 

Touch:  Blanket, siblings’ sweater, stuffed animal, pillow, pet, 
              etc 

Sight:   Pictures of loved ones and friends, art/painting, plants, 
             travel destination, etc. 

Sound:  A musical CD, humming child to sleep, audio nature 
              sounds, etc. 

Questions to Consider: 

What will you carry with you to offer as safe sensory tools (for young 
children, school age children, or adolescents)? 

What questions might you ask the child or on-the-scene caregivers in order to 
collect some soothing sensory items for the child? 

How can you work with others (parent, foster parent, other professionals)? 
to create a set of safe, sensory tools that will accompany the child 
during the initial investigation, removal and placement? 



Working with School-aged Children 
(4-12 yrs)

 Talk about it/prepare
 Need to make sense out of the situation

 Help name emotions
 Learn to use words instead of behaviors/anger

 Contact with important peers/relatives
 Visitation Guidelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion at child’s level of understanding (assess developmental stage - cognitive abilities/limitations) must occurFor reunification: This should include the progress the child has made in care and progress birth family has made while the child is in care.Because children frequently act one way in one environment (home) and another way in another environment, it is important that both the resource parent and birth parent work together to assure the child adjusts to his home.  If this is not included, the return can fail. IE discipline issue in birth home but not in resource home. When the child is used to acting one way with birth family and another with the resource family, a dilemma can present for the child. Should he act or behave well as he does in the resource home with his birth family or the way he has in the past.  The resource family can give the child permission to act well in the birth home in front of birth parent and this may ease the dilemma.Be aware that old unresolved issues may resurface for both the child and birthparent when the child returns to the birth home. Because we know that the dynamics of a family change and shift when a member enters or leaves the constellation, it is important to make the birth parent aware of this in order to prevent the return from failing.For any placement change: New problems may come up after the first month or so. As children settle into their new home, they may start feeling more comfortable. Problems with behavior are common around this time. Children crave routine and structure. All children do better when they know what to expect. Having a consistent routine can be comforting to a child in foster care. Post a schedule to explain household routines. Transitional objects (for example, a favorite blanket or stuffed animal) can help make transitions easier.Name emotions for the child so he will know what to say next time. “Sometimes kids feel worried before a visit”, “You look nervous,” or “You look worried.” Kids will express fear with anger and behaviorally acting out. Prepare for changes by talking about it ahead of time.” Assure that children of this age group have contact with peers, as it is crucial for their development. Also siblings and extended family members. Below are visitation guidelines as part of transitions and ongoing case planning for reunification: PRE-SCHOOLHow often: 2 to 4 visits per week; each 60 to 90 minutes.Where: Home or homelike environment. Community setting: parks, playgrounds, childcare, doctor appointments.What: Child chooses what to do during visit; which book to read, what toys, what game. Ask child about their life. Provide discipline.Who visits: Ask child who he wants to visit. Parents and siblings together or separate. Other key people with emotional attachment. ELEMENTARY SCHOOLHow often: 1 to 2 visits per week; each 1 to 3 hours.Where: Child helps to choose home or homelike environment, or where child already is; school, sports, park, restaurant, therapist, doctor.What:  Child helps to choose:  What child likes to do: sports, games, What child must do: homeworkWho Visits:  Ask child who he wants to visit.  Parents and siblings together or separate.  Other key people in the child’s life who have an emotional attachment.



VISITATION GUIDELINES

Infants  
 How often: 2 to 5 visits per week; each 60 minutes

minimum. Where: Home or homelike environment.
 What:  Parent meets child’s needs.
 Who visits: Parents and siblings separate or together.  Other key people with emotional

attachment.

Toddlers  
 How often: 2 to 4 visits per week; each 60 to 90

minutes.
 Where: Home or homelike environment; Doctor

appointments.
 What: Parent meets child’s needs.
 Who visits: Parents and siblings separate or together. Other key people with

emotional attachment. Listen for who child asks to see.

PRE-SCHOOL 
 How often: 2 to 4 visits per week; each 60 to 90 minutes.
 Where: Home or homelike environment. Community setting: parks, playgrounds,

childcare, doctor appointments.
 What: Child chooses what to do during visit; which book to read, what toys, what

game. Ask child about their life. Provide discipline.
 Who visits: Ask child who he wants to visit. Parents and siblings together or separate.

Other key people with emotional attachment.

  ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 How often: 1 to 2 visits per week; each 1 to 3 hours.
 Where: Child helps to choose home or homelike environment, or where child already is;

school, sports, park, restaurant, therapist, doctor.
 What:  Child helps to choose:  What child likes to do: sports, games, What child must do:

homework
 Who Visits:  Ask child who he wants to visit.  Parents and siblings together or separate.

Other key people in the child’s life who have an emotional attachment.

ADOLESCENTS 

 How often: At least once a week. 1 to 3 hours.

 Where:  Teen helps to choose; Where teen already is; school, sports, park, restaurant,

mall, therapist, home of parent or caregiver, doctor.



 What: Teen helps to choose; Where teen already is; school, sports, park, restaurant, mall,

therapist, home of parent or caregiver, doctors.  What child must do, homework and

chores. Ask child about his/her life Ask about discipline.

 Who:  Ask teen who he/she wants to visit.  Parents and siblings together. Other key

people with whom the teen has an emotional attachment.



Helping Adolescents Transition (13-18
yrs)

 5 Step Integration System
 Accurate life history
 Identify attachment figures
 Gain cooperation
 Permission message
 Communication

 Visitation Guidelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integration is a way of helping children cope with the painful realities of the separation from their birth families that often impact their future behavior and can create extraordinary stress…The five step integration process…. is an effort to clarify the child’s permission to be in foster care, to live with new parents, to be loved by them, and to love them back: FIVE STEPS OF THE INTEGRATION SYSTEMCreate an accurate reconstruction of the child’s entire placement history. Creating a Lifebook, life map, or eco-map (? Appropriate in tribal social services) with a child helps a child to see and understand his or her own history. Identify the important attachment figures in the child’s life… These attachment figures might be parents, but they could be siblings, former foster parents, or other family members.Gain the cooperation of the most significant of the attachment figures available. If possible, parent…grandparent or relative to whom the child was attached… Even if not family…there is likely to be one important person (a teacher or former neighbor) who will be willing to work…to make a child’s transition…easier.Clarify the permission message. It is important for children to hear and feel from people who are important to them that it is all right to love another family…. Communicating it to the child...it is important that children hear from that person that it is not their fault they are in foster care [or being moved] and that it is all right to love another family. This ‘permission’ will go a long way to helping a child relax and transfer his/her attachment to the new family.” Even better to include the child in the development of the transition plan. Below are visitation guidelines as part of transitions and ongoing case planning for reunification: ADOLESCENTS (assess developmental stage - cognitive abilities/limitations)How often: At least once a week. 1 to 3 hours.Where:  Teen helps to choose; Where teen already is; school, sport, park, restaurant, mall, therapist, home of parent or caregiver, doctor.What: Teen helps to choose; Where teen already is; school, sports, park, restaurant, mall, therapist, home of parent or caregiver, doctors.  What child must do, homework and chores. Ask child about his/her life Ask about discipline.Who:  Ask teen who he/she wants to visit.  Parents and siblings together. Other key people with whom the teen has an emotional attachment. Refer participants to the handout “Visitation Guidelines” that we have referenced throughout this section. Discuss if these guidelines are being met and if not, what are the barriers. Discuss some ways to increase visitations in their communities.



Transition Plan Example

Handouts:
 Sample Transition Plan
 Tips for Transitioning Children Back Home

Bad Plan - Man visiting Yellowstone puts buffalo calf in back of 
SUV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct participants to the handouts, “Sample Transition Plan” and “Tips for Transitioning Children Back Home”This plan is meant for reunification of children back home. Direct participants to read it over and underline the most important parts or parts that they liked. Allow 5 minutes and then have a group discussion. Discussion Questions: 	1) Is this what plans look like in the field? Better or worse? Would something like this be helpful?	2) Do workers have meetings with foster and birth parents for transitions? Benefits?	3) Why are dates so important?		To instill hope and keep everyone on track. 	4) On “Tips”, why is it important for workers to have honest communication with parents and make sure they are able to be at all appointments? 		To ensure reunification is successful. Has anyone had a case where parents relapse just before kids are supposed to go home? Why do you think happened? Overwhelmed, scared. Important to include the children’s needs so that parents are able to meet them! SAMPLE TRANSITION PLAN On [date], a team of [ BIA caseworkers, Tribal workers, judge, attorneys, clinical providers, etc.] determined that it is in the best interest of the child to return home and that transition can be safely accomplished. The Court approved the goal of reunification on [date].The [caseworker] convened a meeting to finalize the Transition Home Plan on [date]. Input was solicited from [clinicians, teachers, others] who have had contact with the child and family. Birth parents and [foster parents, the child, others] participated. The plan calls for [services, supports, meetings, etc.] to meet needs for [emotional support, problem solving tools, parenting skills, wraparound and therapeutic services and support, etc.].A home visit to the place where the family is going to live is scheduled for [date]. The [caseworker] will assess the safety and appropriateness of the home, and gather additional information about what is in place to support the transition. Any needs identified will be incorporated in the Plan.A meeting with the foster parent, the case worker and the parent(s) has been scheduled for [date]. At this meeting, the foster parent will review the care for the child; the child’s school and other activities; and observations of the child’s current strengths and needs. At this meeting a plan for the child to say goodbye, and have closure with, or decide on future contact with [current school, church, etc.] will be developed.Unsupervised visits between the parent(s) and the child will commence on [date]. Visits will occur [frequency, duration, days]. [Parent(s)] will pick up [child] after school and after the visit, return him/her to his/her [foster home]. If all goes well with unsupervised visits, overnight visits will begin. The first overnight visit will take place [date]. If the overnight visit goes well and no concerns arise, then overnight visits will continue on [series of consecutive dates].On [date], [parent(s)] will pick up [child] from school and take him/her home where he/she will live permanently.The six-month calendar for this plan is attached.   Tips for Transitioning Children Back Home There are many factors to take into account as you create a Transition Home Plan for children and young people. The following are suggested tips for facilitating transition home planning with parents.Create a list of all upcoming events or appointments for the child. Review this with the parent(s). Ensure that all events are recorded on the calendar. Discuss transportation logistics. Work with the parent(s) and the child to develop a comprehensive plan that will facilitate the child attending all appointments and events.Schedule special meetings and appointments with the child’s school, doctors, and therapists. Ensure that the parent(s) can attend. Use these meetings as an opportunity to explain to the teachers, administrators, doctors, and therapists that the child will be returning home and to express your trust in the parent’s ability to be involved. Explain that the case worker will no longer be attending meetings and appointments.Have a realistic conversation with the parent(s) before the transition home regarding budgeting and expenses. Often the reality of the expense of supporting a child with high needs can be overwhelming. Discuss realistic options with the parent(s). Encourage them to seek resources such as budget management training that will help them succeed.



SAMPLE TRANSITION PLAN

On [date], a team of [ BIA, Tribe, clinical providers, etc.] determined that it is in the best interest 
of the child to return home and that transition can be safely accomplished. The Court approved 
the goal of reunification on [date]. 

The [caseworker] convened a meeting to finalize the Transition Home Plan on [date]. Input was 
solicited from [clinicians, teachers, others] who have had contact with the child and family. Birth 
parents and [foster parents, the child, others] participated. The plan calls for [services, supports, 
meetings, etc.] to meet needs for [emotional support, problem solving tools, parenting skills, 
wraparound and therapeutic services and support, etc.]. 

A home visit to the place where the family is going to live is scheduled for [date]. The 
[caseworker] will assess the safety and appropriateness of the home, and gather additional 
information about what is in place to support the transition. Any needs identified will be 
incorporated in the Plan. 

A meeting with the foster parent, the case worker and the parent(s) has been scheduled for [date]. 
At this meeting, the foster parent will review the care for the child; the child’s school and other 
activities; and observations of the child’s current strengths and needs. At this meeting a plan for 
the child to say goodbye, and have closure with, or decide on future contact with [current school, 
church, etc.] will be developed. 

Unsupervised visits between the parent(s) and the child will commence on [date]. Visits will 
occur [frequency, duration, days]. [Parent(s)] will pick up [child] after school and after the visit, 
return him/her to his/her [foster home]. If all goes well with unsupervised visits, overnight visits 
will begin. The first overnight visit will take place [date]. If the overnight visit goes well and no 
concerns arise, then overnight visits will continue on [series of consecutive dates]. 

On [date], [parent(s)] will pick up [child] from school and take him/her home where he/she will 
live permanently. 
The six-month calendar for this plan is attached.  



Tips for Transitioning Children Back Home 

There are many factors to take into account as you create a Transition Home Plan for children 
and young people. The following are suggested tips for facilitating transition home planning with 
parents. 

• Create a list of all upcoming events or appointments for the child. Review this with the
parent(s). Ensure that all events are recorded on the calendar. Discuss transportation
logistics. Work with the parent(s) and the child to develop a comprehensive plan that will
facilitate the child attending all appointments and events.

• Schedule special meetings and appointments with the child’s school, doctors, and
therapists. Ensure that the parent(s) can attend. Use these meetings as an opportunity to
explain to the teachers, administrators, doctors, and therapists that the child will be
returning home and to express your trust in the parent’s ability to be involved. Explain
that CYFD will no longer be attending meetings and appointments.

• Have a realistic conversation with the parent(s) before the transition home regarding
budgeting and expenses. Often the reality of the expense of supporting a child with high
needs can be overwhelming. Discuss realistic options with the parent(s). Encourage them
to seek resources such as budget management training that will help them succeed.



Transition Guidelines for Planned 
Placement Change

1. Preparation
2. First meeting in foster home
3. Visitation in neutral setting
4. Visitation in new home
5. Overnight visitation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are best practice suggestions for transitioning children to a new placement. Ideally, there are five steps to be included in an effective, child centered Transition Plan that we will now discuss. Trainer should decide if time frames and actual number of visits need to be stated. The numbers are difficult due to limited resources and long distance between children and parents. A discussion about thoughtful planning and consistency should take place. Focus on the importance of planning and having everyone around the table to develop the plan. Focus on the fact that transitions are better than abrupt or sudden moves/changes for anyone anytime, especially traumatized kids.  STEP ONE: PREPARATIONStart on the notification of the impending moveWhen preparing a child for a new placement or home, it is good to start weeks before the move. Infants two to 6 or 8 months old should sufficiently establish a comfort zone with touch, smell and sight with 4 to 6 visits of 1 to 2 hours each. Eight months to 15 months should have twice that many visits to get to know their new caretakers and not get the stranger anxiety from a move to someone they do not know. They should be held no more than one to two days apart. However, nearing 2 years and older, children can usually grasp that a change is about to occur. Explaining to the child that he is about to have a new home is important in preparing to accept that a move is about to occur…Attachments form at a young age. One to five year olds should take approximately 3 to 6 weeks. The idea is for the child to avoid attachment disorders due to feelings of abandonment and rejection or fear of such…Forcing a quick move will not force the child into bonding with you, but could cause him/her not to bond at all." STEP TWO:  FIRST MEETING IN THE CURRENT HOME"The new placement is to meet at a familiar place of the child’s (the foster home is usually the best place to start.) The child will be comfortable if he knows that it is ok to have this stranger in his own territory. The current and future parents should interact together with the child to make him comfortable. The current parents should allow the future parents’ time to speak and interact with the child. (See his bedroom; ask about his favorite toys or games. Talk about what he or she likes to eat and play with.) If more visits at the foster parent’s home are available, it is in the best interest to have at least 2 more." STEP THREE:  VISITATION OUTSIDE THE FOSTER HOME“Plan a meeting at a fast food restaurant or park to meet the child and spend time with him/her. 2 to 3 hours will be sufficient to introduce the future parent in another setting. “ STEP FOUR:  VISITATION IN THE NEW HOME “The current foster parent should bring the child to their new home for them to stay from 4 to 6 hours. The foster parent should stay no more than 15 minutes unless the child is in distress. Make sure that you discuss with the foster child that the home he is about to visit will eventually become his new home. This allows the child to feel that he/she has permission from their foster parents to be comfortable in someone else’s home . . . Remember that the child doesn’t really know the concept of ‘foster parent’ or ‘temporary parent’ until much older as in 5 or 6 yrs. Repeat the day visits at least twice more but let the future providers pick the child up from the foster home after the first visit at the new home. This will get the child used to going with the new parents and still be assured that he will be back home and with whom he has been for so long. It will relieve tension about the uncertainty of leaving foster mom and foster dad if he/she has lived there for a time…If the new family only sees the child once or twice per week, it will take him/her longer to get to know you. Multiple visits in a shorter time are better than the same number of visits spread over a longer period; for example, 4 visits each week for two weeks are better than 4 visits over a four-week period. STEP FIVE:  OVERNIGHT VISITATION"After the child has had at least 2 to 3 day visits with the new family, plan an overnight on a day when the adoptive parents will be home the next day to spend time with the child. Continue overnight visits until there have been at least 4 to 6 overnights in the new home alternating with overnights at the foster home. Eventually, the child will spend all of the nights at the new home and only days at the old home. The amount of time will depend on the comfort of the child. At this time, depending on the child’s comfort, a three to four-day stay is recommended…As the visits progress, the time spent at the foster home will decrease until the child is more at the new home than the old. There may be a time when the child will probably not want to go with the new parents and want to stay at the foster home. This is normal; because the child has an attachment to the foster home and senses some loss and is not yet as comfortable in his new setting."QUESTIONS? Note: It seems like this is a long process but the visits are really close together; actually around 1-2 months. 



Review

 Time for transition
 Dependent on the child’s needs
 Permission to grieve
 Permission to love
 Time and permission to say Good-bye
 Belongings
 Continuing contact
T.I.P.S. Handouts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transitions are never easy for children, but it is our job to advocate on behalf of children so that more time and thought may be put into a plan in order to reduce trauma for already traumatized children. Many of you may be thinking that these things are nice and true BUT many times outside of our control due to a court order or a foster home that tells us to remove a child. So what can we do to try to prevent those types of situations? Think outside of the box. Examples: Educate judges and court staff/attorneys; support placement providers; have regular visits to providers’ homes so you know when things are getting tough; educate community/family members.  The slide lists some things that case workers can use when children are moving into a new place. These items are crucial in order to minimize trauma, grief and loss for children as much as possible. ADVOKIDS TRANSITION CHECKLIST Time for Transitioning: Timing needs to be set to the particular child. Both the prior family and the new family need to take their cues on readiness from the child, whatever the context of the prior family and the new family.Permission to Grieve. Losses are inevitable when a child changes homes even when it is a change the child wanted. The child needs permission to grieve those losses.Permission to Love. Children need to hear and feel from the people who are important to them that it is all right to love another family.Time and permission to say Good-bye. Children need to say good-bye to all of their important connections, caregivers, neighbors, baby-sitters, friends, teachers, class-mates, including pets. Belongings. Children need to have things that belong to them, to be able to take their belongings to a new home, and to have those belongings respected at the new home. Continuing Contact. Ideally, prior primary caregivers and other significant connections remain caring persons in the child’s life. All children can benefit from multiple healthy relationships. (Advokids is a non-profit organization in California aimed to prevent children from lingering in foster care and being in multiple placements.)Direct participants to the handouts, “T.I.P.S.”. These handouts list trauma informed practice strategies for case workers, birth parents and foster parents to help children with transitions, trauma, grief and loss. 



Trauma Informed Practice Strategies (T.I.P.S.) 
For Caseworkers 

As much as is safe and possible, the following is suggested: 

1. Plan investigations, assessments, possible removals ahead as much as possible; reduce the
element of surprise.

 Slow down, plan out investigations and removals.

 Let the family know an assessment is going on, that removal is a possibility.  Suggest
they keep a school aged child at home so the child doesn’t have to be interviewed at
school.

 Work with the parents to identify support individuals for their children during the
assessment and/or for placement resources – relatives, friends, etc.  Ask the parent
and the child - Who does this child know and trust?

 Collaborate with other agencies, especially law enforcement.

 For example, in Multnomah County the Child Abuse Team police detectives
are housed in the same building as the child abuse hotline.

 The hotline sends people to police academies to educate and train – How can
they better collaborate out in the field?  Clarify roles and expectations.

 If possible, identify a placement before removal.

 If the child needs to wait at the DHS office while a placement is found, try to find a
comfortable place for them to wait, away from your phone conversations with
prospective placements (to avoid hearing rejections), and perhaps with something to
do to entertain themselves.

 Ask the child if they are hungry or thirsty.

 Follow current placement policy and procedures – e.g. in order of preference:
placement with relative, someone the child knows and trusts, same culture, same
language, same school, etc.  If diligently followed these can reduce the impact and
trauma of removal for many children.

2. Try to keep things calm during the investigation, assessment and removal.  Engage the
parents in helping the child.

 Remain calm.  Move slowly.

 Talk down the parents.  Calm the parents to calm the child.

 Separate children from the chaos of arrest, interrogation, or resistance on the part of
the parents.



 Let the parent put child into the car seat, say good-bye, assist in the process of
removal.

3. Provide sensory comfort, familiarity, help with settling in.

 Ask the parent, or the child, to gather together some familiar things before taking
them away.

 If picking a child up from school to remove, create a chance for the the child to go
home and pick up some things from home.  Perhaps a relative or friend could meet
them there or go with them to help pack some belonging.

 Ask children if they are hungry or thirsty.  Provide comfort food.  Ask them what
they would like.

 Ask the parent and the child about medical conditions, allergies, medications.

 Especially for babies and very young children, ask the parent for information about
feeding, schedules, routines.

 Take time to help the child transition into the foster home.  The child may have
connected to you during the removal.  They have already had one abrupt separation.
It may be reassuring to the child to know that the worker knows the people and place
where they will be staying.  Be a constant in the child’s life until visits with parents
can start.

 If at all possible avoid moving the child, even from shelter care to foster care.

 Ask the foster parents to meet with the bio parents to exchange information about the
child and the child’s living situation.

4. Empathize, connect, and try to understand the child’s perspective.

 Be open to listening if they want to talk.

 Acknowledge their feelings and the difficulty of what they are going through.

 Acknowledge their love for their parents and their parents love for them.

5. Provide information

 To the child:

 Explain what is happening. Tell them where they are going.

 Assure them that this is not their fault.

 Assure them that they are safe and will be cared for.

 Assure them that their siblings, if separated, are safe and will be cared for.

 Don’t make promises you can’t keep.



 To the foster parent:

 About the child – medical conditions, allergies, medications, known behavioral
and emotional issues, important people, anything that will help them to
understand the child and to help them feel safe and comfortable.

6. Support child’s relationships and family connections

 Place siblings together, even if only in a temporary setting (e.g. the receiving center)
until a placement can be found where they can be together.

 Visitation is extremely important.  In addition to their own trauma of being separated,
children may worry about the safety and wellbeing of those family members from
whom they are separated.  Seeing that they are OK can ease that worry.

 If siblings are placed separately, arrange for sibling visits ASAP, and/or
ask foster parents to allow and arrange for sibling contact.

 Set up visitation between child and parents as soon as possible.

 For cross cultural placements, do a cultural assessment.  NOTE: There are numerous
unofficial cultural assessment forms throughout the agency.  Something more
standardized is suggested.

 Notify the child’s school so they can be supportive, if the child remains in the school,
or to provide classmates the opportunity for closure or continued connection if the
child is to attend a different school.

 Allow the child to resume attending school as soon as possible.  School may have
been the one place where they felt safe.

7. Provide services aimed at healing and well -being as soon as possible, including trauma
informed services.

 For the child:

 Make sure the child has someone to talk to about what’s happening that they
feel comfortable with.

 Mental health assessment

 Counseling and/or other trauma informed therapy

 Provide training, information and support to the foster parents to help them care for
the child and to address the child’s particular needs.

8. Ongoing training for caseworkers

 Workers may be uncomfortable with removals where a child is distressed and crying.
They need more training about what they might experience during this process and
how to help a child through it.



 

Trauma Informed Practice Strategies (T.I.P.S.) 
For Foster Parents 

1. Provide sensory comfort, familiarity, help with settling in.

 Ask children about their favorite foods, their bedtime routines, hobbies and favorite
things to do.

 Have a welcome basket for new children when they arrive.

 Babies and very young children (e.g. preverbal) need physical soothing, maybe a
snack when they first arrive.

 Cooking kids” favorite foods can provide soothing sensory stimulation which has an
effect on the brain, relieving stress and anxiety.

 Show them around the house when they arrive.

 Show them their room and what is theirs.

 Ask them if they’re hungry or thirsty.

 Show them where there are snacks that they can have whenever they want.  For
younger children, have a snack drawer that they can reach.

 Ask them what they would like to do.

 Ask if they take any medications.

 If they come in the middle of the night, offer to rub their back (be sure to ask if it’s
OK before touching or hugging), stay with them for a while if they want, play
soothing CD’s, have stuffed animals, be available if they need anything.

 If they mention something they didn’t bring with them or that they wished they had,
ask the caseworker if he or she can get it.

2. Empathize, connect, try to understand the child’s perspective, but don’t probe.

 Be open to listening if they want to talk, but don’t probe or grill them.

 Acknowledge their feelings and the difficulty of what they are going through.

 Assure them that they are safe and will be cared for.

3. Support child’s relationships and family connections

 Honor the relationship between children and their parents.  Acknowledge their love
for their parents and their parents’ love for them.  Realize that, despite abuse or
neglect, the child is experiencing grief and loss at being separated from their parents
(and siblings if in a different placement).

 Support contact with siblings.



 

 Support visits with parents.

 Provide the parent with information on how the child is doing, what their routines are
and what it’s like in your house (e.g. at the beginning of visits if transporting the
child, at icebreakers, family meetings, etc.).  Parents may convey worry to the child if
they don’t know where they are or what it’s like where they are.

 If there is an opportunity (e.g. to attend an icebreaker) ask the parents about the
child’s routines, what is soothing to the child, likes and dislikes, medical conditions,
allergies, etc. (especially important for babies and very young children).

 Children benefit and feel reassured when they see all the adults (foster parents,
parents, caseworkers, school staff, etc.) working together to resolve issues, to make a
good plan and to make things better.

4. Provide structure, control, inclusion, predictability

 Create a positive environment in the home.

 Keep the menu kid friendly, include them in making dinner.

 Talk to them about their likes and dislikes and honor those during the first few weeks,
or even days.

 Older children – talk to them.  Let them know what to expect around your house.
Gradually introduce them to rules.

 Ask them if there’s anything they need or would like to happen for them to feel safe
and comfortable.

5. Advocate for the child by advocating for personal support and training.

 Seek ongoing education and training.  Additional training and feelings of competency
in the foster parent can help relieve stress for you and the child.

 Ask the caseworker if you need assistance with a child.

 Seek clarity with regards to policy and case specifics around contact between siblings
or other family members.



 

Trauma Informed Practice Strategies (T.I.P.S.) 
For Parents 

1. Focus on your child’s needs during the investigation and removal

 Try to stay calm and maintain a calm atmosphere for the child.

 Be cooperative with police and/or the caseworker to reduce the shock and chaos of
removal.

 If you are arrested, or know you are likely to be arrested, contact, or provide names
and numbers of relatives, friends or someone your child knows and trusts, to come
and be with the child and assist with the process of removal.

 Gather together some items for the child to take with them that may be important to
them – a few clothes, items they may use for soothing (e.g. blanket or stuffed animal),
pictures, favorite toy, etc.

 Tell the worker or police about medical conditions, medications the child takes.  If
available, send the medication along with the child.

 Assure your child that you will be OK.

 Assure your child that they will be taken to a safe place and cared for.

 Assure them that you will see them and talk to them as soon as possible.

 Assure them that you will be doing all that you can and working with others to solve
the problems leading to the removal.

2. Help the agency in working to maintain connections with people (e.g. relatives, friends)
and places.  For example, work with the agency in finding a relative placement or placement
with someone your child knows and trusts.

3. Do all you can to provide the agency with important information about your child – medical
conditions and needs, medications, concerns about their development or well-being, activities
they may have been engaged in prior to removal (e.g. sports or other programs).

4. Focus on your child’s needs during your visits and while they are in substitute care.

 Be faithful and regular in attending visits.

 Engage fully with your child during visits.  Focus on their needs.

 If it comes up, acknowledge the child’s feelings and the difficulty of what they are
going through.

 Continue to assure them that you love them and are doing all that you can to solve
problems so that they can come home.



 

 Provide information to the foster parents about the child’s likes, dislikes, routines,
what works to comfort them.

 Let them know that you are OK.

 Tell the caseworker if you notice that something is not right with your child, or if you
are worried about them for any reason.

 If given the opportunity, meet with the foster parents.  Ask them what it’s like at their
house and how your child is settling in.

 Be amiable with foster parents around your child.  They will feel more secure if they
see the adults in their life cooperating and working together.

5. If possible and allowed, attend medical appointments and school appointments for your child.
To the greatest degree possible, continue to play a role in their life.

6. Advocate for your child to receive mental health services and other services they may need to
assist them in dealing with the trauma of separation from you as well any trauma they may
have experienced before removal.

7. Learn about and assess your child’s risk factors and protective factors.  Consider what you
might do, and prepare to do what you can to increase your child’s protective factors and
reduce their risk factors after reunification.



GOING HOME

 Transition Plan Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants will get into small groups and complete a transition plan for children that are either reunifying (2-3 groups) or being placed with family member permanently (2-3 groups) through a guardianship. Participants may use all the handouts from this section to make sure their transition plan is meeting the children’s developmental needs. Also keep in mind the needs of the birth parents and permanent relative caregiver as well as the foster care provider.Direct participants to utilize the Sample Transition Plan to guide them for format; also all the materials we used in this section discussing what different ages of children need.  Activity time is 15 minutes. Each group will present to the large group.  Since there are multiple groups doing same thing, only have groups share if they have something different. Reunification Scenario**1 year later** Isaiah has been sober for the last 9 months and continues to go to individual sessions with his substance abuse counselor. He has held a job for the last 3 months. Isaiah completed a court ordered Batterer Intervention Group and participates in counseling with Desery and the children.  Desery has been sober for the last 6 months and attends weekly mental health counseling at IHS. She watches Brooklyn two days a week while the relative placement provider works. These visits have went really well the last 3 weeks. Desery is involved in phone counseling once per week with James and his treatment counselor as well. She is on anti-depressant medication and anxiety medication and sometimes still struggles with Depression. The couple has moved into a 3 bedroom apartment with all utilities paid.  A Family Group Conference is being held to determine a reunification plan. Develop a transition plan according to the sample in the training materials and all the training material presented in this section.   Guardianship Scenario**1 year later** Desery and Isaiah are no longer together. Isaiah is living on the streets and continues to use alcohol daily. Desery is in a new relationship with a convicted violent offender and is the victim of domestic violence. Desery continues to use alcohol and methamphetamine on occasion. Desery and Isaiah have not seen their children in 6 months. The current relative placement provider is able to care for the children in the present but not long term. A Family Group Conference was held with several family members and identified Gina and Rick, maternal great aunt and uncle, as the long term providers. Desery and Isaiah have agreed to a guardianship. Gina and Rick moved back to town about 6 months ago after being away for several years. They have seen and met the children at family events. 



Child In Need of Care Transition Plan Scenario 
Guardianship Scenario 
**1 year later** 

Desery and Isaiah are no longer together. Isaiah is living on the streets and continues to use alcohol 
daily. Desery is in a new relationship with a convicted violent offender and is the victim of domestic 
violence. Desery continues to use alcohol and methamphetamine on occasion. Desery and Isaiah have 
not seen their children in 6 months. The current relative placement provider is able to care for the 
children in the present but not long term. A Family Group Conference was held with several family 
members and identified Gina and Rick, maternal great aunt and uncle, as the long term providers. 
Desery and Isaiah have agreed to a guardianship. Gina and Rick moved back to town about 6 months 
ago after being away for several years. They have seen and met the children at family events. James is at 
inpatient treatment in Texas and will be there for the next 3 months.  

Reunification Scenario 

**1 year later** 

Isaiah has been sober for the last 9 months and continues to go to individual sessions with his substance 
abuse counselor. He has held a job for the last 3 months. Isaiah completed a court ordered Batterer 
Intervention Group and participates in counseling with Desery and the children.  
Desery has been sober for the last 6 months and attends weekly mental health counseling at IHS. She 
watches Brooklyn two days a week while the relative placement provider works. These visits have went 
really well the last 3 weeks. Desery is involved in phone counseling once per week with James and his 
treatment counselor as well. She is on anti-depressant medication and anxiety medication and 
sometimes still struggles with Depression.  

The couple has moved into a 3 bedroom apartment with all utilities paid.  A Family Group Conference is 
being held to determine a reunification plan.  Develop a transition plan according to the sample in the 
training materials and all the training material presented in this section.   



Follow up Services

 Reunification
 Permanent Placement
 Case Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large group discussion: How long do you keep cases open where reunification/permanent placement has been achieved? Effective? What’s the purpose? Follow up services need to be in place for some time before closing a case. Why? To prevent placement breakdown, re-entry into foster care. Are you able to provide voluntary services after the court has dismissed the case? What services do you have available to birth parents/guardians?  Case workers should monitor the reunification and/or guardianship for a while before closing the case in order to ensure the child is safe; its needs are being met; caregivers are able to care for them; monitor caregiver progress on case plan and continued protective capacities. Case workers should also offer support services to families as this is a stressful and difficult time. Make sure families have support systems and know where to turn in the case of a crisis or problem. 




